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ilesoUrce Congultant as Service Provider TO"' -
Behavioraily" rmpaired.'Students in "Rural Areas

Stanley F., visa

T-het delivery of service to
handicapped students. in iural,',\
areas' has 'caused many concerns"
for' school administratbis and'.
special educatbrs alike. The

-issues which '''confront sp'ecial
education in rural. area's are i°
unique becaOse ',of., their geograph-
ica,1 and hUman piogramming Prob-
lets. \Difficulties, in recruiting'
and retaining aualified3.staff,
inadeqUacies funding,_ lack" of
provision's for staff_ development
and resistance to' change (Helge,
1.580) are COncerns cited' in she .

literature , regarding,- delivery of
services to handicapped students
in ;rural areas. Other cited ,cori-
cerns- include minimal curricular=
offerings *and nOnflexible --school
.schedules, need for' cooPeration
of many communities to provide
educational programs- to students,
teacher .reluctance to take " n

extra duties, staff turnover artd
lack of .teacher contact with
other,:teachers in the' same field
(Witters, Vasa, 1981).

Fn a report to Congress. (Prp-
gress Toward a 'Free .'Appropriate
Public Education, 1979), -..the
state-. of , programming for the
handicapped is escribed as being
inadequate in 'rural areas:
Pravision fat an appropriate cornprehensive

service to a populo-
tion as diverse , the hpndi-.
capped. -.resent in rural 'areas is
an enormous administrative and
educational challenge to already
overburdened -*school personnel. A.

comprehensive. program -Provides:
for, preventativeserviCes,- iden-

' tificatiOn of children who are
bandrcapped, Aditection to -service

providers to meet unique -needs -of
students sens :ry aids, special
assistance in obtaining an eduCa-

, tion, family counseling and
training, special training in

VocOtiorial training and
job.' placement, recreation and
social activities, personal care,

,transPortation and indirect suP-
p.oitive /service.- The problem
confronting rural schools in
accomodating the mildly ' behav:-
iorally rYIsordered student to
design, a program Which can ,cope °

with the many problems which are
unique trj, rural schools.

Rural is defined by the..4.S:-
Census Bureau _(1976) as any city,.

-whiCh- has fewer than 25,000 pop-
ulaton ) This defkinition of
rural .wo ld be too br6ed for most I
states. A. .majority` of the

-schools' in' rUral states would' be
in ''oom unities, with olese than
25,000 b population. For this
,paper, rural:will be .deinned in.

6 terms if school. , districts which
ewer than 500 students.

Servi
Rur4

Behavioralf Im
Schools,

0 e delivery ,system
attemd is to Cope' with the unique
prob of rural, areas 1% the
resoLl ce consultant model. A

,resoq-ce model is a, schaol opera-
tio (in Which a .petsOn 'has the ,
res onsibility ofprpviding sup,.

- por ive :educationally. related
se ices' to children and/or , to
their teachers (ViecierhOlt,
Ha mill, and Brown, 1978). The
r ource consultant is the key

dividual in ,-the model. The
source consultant provides both
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direct assistance td
behahorally . imp fired students

and indirect service, such as,

consultation with regular class-
room° teachers. T e- resource con-
.sultant ,!mu4 have broad-based
trainin4 and expertise, in behav-
iora). and[ instructional inter-

veptionsras well as skills in,

Narking- with teachers, parents,'

aides and other -school person

nel. The .,need for diverse train-
ing is based on the premise that
_in rural schools resource con-

sultants 'will need to serve other
populations. of handicapped -stu-
dents in addition to the behav-
iorally impaired. Common y, the

resource cultant wi I be

called upon serve ild y men-

tally retatdbdi specific

,i).°1earning disabled students.
Hallahan and 'Kaufman (1979) have

noted that' the presenting prob-
, lems of mildly handicapped stu-,

dents--behaviorally . impaired,

specific .learning disabled, and
mentally retarded--do not differ
significantly. .

The' resource consultant' may
be bated . in one schdol building
or several buildings .or districts
on' an itinerant' basis. Resource
consultants working on -an 'itin-
erant basis are .usually employed
by rural 'cooperatives, inter-
mediate educational agencies, or

multiple school districts where
student populations do not war-
rant a full-time teacher.

The special education
source consultant model fbr

serving behaviorally impaired
students has a number of advah-
tages in rural areas. The

model's advantages are'that it:

S. F. Vasa

**reduces the problems stem-
ming from the low prevalence of
students with behavioral dis-

orders, geographic isolation and
the financing of support agencies
by allowing the special education
personnel to serve more students
in a larger geographic area than
would be possible under the tra-
ditional self-contained educa-

tional modelL

**provides expertise to more
than ohe school 'district through
the use of itinerant teachers who
may serve 'in °a number of school
buildings on a part-time basis;

**provides the opportunity
for inservice training and pro-
fessional development of regular
teaching staff;

**provides services in the

"least restrictive" environment
for mildly behaviorally impaired
students in the school they would
regularly attend;

**reduCes transportation and

coordination costs by bringing
the program to the students
rather than the students to the
prodram;

**provides additional
sources to the school;

**provides a staff member
trained to work with individual
.and groups of parents;-and

**retains the integrity of
the local districts allowing cur-
riculum and other school policy
decisions to be made at,the local
level.

re-
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The resource coDsultant model
Is not without 'di advantages for
providing services to behavior-

ally impaired students 'on an

itinerant. basis. Some of these
disadva ages are that it:

**does not replace more
more'services for . more'

.severely ,behaviorally impaired
students, although the resource
teagher may_serve as a member of
the referral/diagnostic team;:

**may/not provide the conti-
nuity or/array of service which
some behaviorally impaired stu
dents need; .

**is dependent on the accep-
tance by the school administra-
tion and regular classroom teach-
ers who provide services to the
behaviorally impaired student;

* *may view the resource con-
sultant,. particularly if working
on 'an itinerant basis as an out,.

sidaperson making suggestions;

**may not have the resource
consultant available in emergency
Situations;

**May require more time in

'travel for the resource cOnsul-
tant.rrOm sthOol to ,school,than,

proVidingservice to teachers
and students; and::

**provide's the' reSource con-
sultant to serve ,as a referral

-agent; however, the model does
not provide .medicar, psychiatric.
and other types of related, ser-4
vices. aometimes desirable.

.Since the key difference

betwben the deliverf of service
to behaviorally impaired students
in . selfrcontained special

education settings and the
services provided by the special
education resource consultant is
the support provided to the
classroom teachers, there is a

need to look carefully at the

factors affecting . the

implementation of the resource
consultation model.

The consultation function of
the resource consultant' has

recently been under close
scrutiny. in the literature

(Evans, 1980; Sargent, 1981;

Zabel,' Peterson, Smith & White,
1981). In the. abovei studies, it
was found that the mean
percentage of time devoted to

consultation, with regular
classroom teachers was less than
eight percent. Although reason
for the minimal use of\

consultation have not been pin-
pointed in the literature, hypo-
theses for this lack of interest
include: teachers' and adminis-
trators' insecurity in providing
service to behaviorally impaired
students, reliance on the tradi-
tional direct service delivery
model in rural schools and a lack
of adequate training for resource
teachers in utilizing the consul-
tation model.

In this position paper, the
strengths and constraints of the
consultation function of the re-
source consultation model for

serving' mildly, behaviorally im-
paired students will be explored
further, including a discussion
of three common consultation mod-
els and suggestiohs for the im-
plementation of he model in

rural school settis.
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Resource Teacher Consultation
'Models

Three commonly described, mod-
els of consultation are purchase
of expertise, doctor-patient and
process (Schein, 1979). These
three, models all have a bearing
on how the consultant views the
classroom teachers and their

ability to resolve classroom
issues or problems. The model'of
consultation employed by the re-
source consultant will greatly
influence the amount of
responsibility for students taken
by the classroom teacher. Each

of the three models is briefly
described with. assumptions,
advantages and disadvantages.'

The Purchase of Expertise Model
The purchase of

mostmodel is probably the most widely
employed model of consultation
utilized by resource consul-
tants. The resource consultant
is seen as an expert who can

offer knowledge' and information
which the classroom teachers do
not possess. The classroom
teachers seek suggestions and

intervention---strategies to be

employed with a behaviorally im-
paired student in their class
room, and the resource consultant
provides the information or pro-
vides the necessary interven-
tion. The classroom teacher is
in effect purchasing information
from the resource consultant.

An' assumption made abdut the
purchase df expertise model is

that the resource consultant is
sufficiently knowledgeable about

the classroom environment, the

students .in question, and the
s4rills to provide specific direc-
tions. .Additionally, an assump-

.

S. F.. Vasa

tiqn is made that the classroom
teacher is: capable. of carrying'
out the intervention strategies,
and will be able to make adjust-
ments in the strategies as needed.

. Some Of the adVantages for

the purchase of expertise model
are:

**resource consultants can

work with .greater numbers of ,stu-
dents by providing strategies to
classroom'teachers;

**fewer highly-trained
specialists are needed;

therefore, expertise can be more
readily spread out in a rural
area;

**teachers are provided with'
inservice training through the
employment of appropriate inter-
vention strategies; and

**students benefit from being
mainstreamed in the classroom and
involved with their peers.

Commonly cited disadvantages are:

**classroom teachers may not
take responsibility for the be-
haviorally impaired student but
see the student as the responsi-
bility of the resource teacher;

**classroom teachers may be
incapable of implementing new
strategies;

**classroom teachers may not
be able_ to generalize strategies
to other situations or develop
'new strategies;

**resource teachers may not
be available when difficulties in
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implementing- the strategies are
experienced by the classroom
teathers;

:.**classroom teachers may be-
dependent- upon the
the resource consul,.

- come overly
expertise of
tant;

1 .

**resource consultants may
not have the expertise in their
widely diverse scope of working
'with behaviorally impaired stu-
dents;

* *students may not be receiv-
ing the most? appropriate instruc-
ion;

**classroom teachers may not
:,.-consistently follow thrOugh with
recommendations of the resource
consultant; and

**the. expertise: leaves the
school tyttem if the s61-1061. loses
the services of the resource con-
sultant.

Doctor-Patient Model
The doctor-patient model is

the second most widely employed
model of consultation. This mod-
el is characterized by the con,
sultant questioning the classroom
teacher about the variables in
the classroom, the student's be-
havior, classtoom structure, in-
.stNuctional techniques tried,
parents' interest, the student's
willingness to cooperate, other
students' reactions to the behav -.

iorally impaired student, aca-
demic perfortflance of the student,
etc. Based on the .response to
the questions asked of the regu-
lar classroom teacher, the re-
source consultant makes recom-

4

mendations about the strategies
and interventions to be employed.

The assumptions underlying
this Model are that: (1) the
resource consultant knows what
questions 'to ask; (2) the class-
room teacher is giving accurate
information; (3) the resource
consultant has a sufficient
repertoire of suggestions for the
classroom teacher to employ. As
in the purchase of expertise,mod-
el, it is assumed that the classn
room teacher will be able to
carry. out 'the suggestions and
recommendations of the resource
teacher.

The advantages to the doc-
tor-patient model for the class
room teacher and the behaviorally
impaired students, are:

**classroom teachers\can re-
ceive assistance in dealing with
problems in the classroom;

**classroom 'teachers may
learn the type of information
needed for the resource consul-
tant to be of assistance;

**classroom teachers may be
able to accomodate mildly-moder-

n ately behdviorally impaired° 'stu-
dents in the classroom;

**resource consultant
serve the classroom teacher
more accurate ihformation;

**resource consultant usually
, is able to provide more appro-
'priate intervention strategies;.

**resource consultaAt can
serve a greater population of 'the
behaviorally impaired students;
and

can
with



**clasSroom
more secure:

Many of the same disadvan,
.tages plague the- doctor,:pati,ent ,
model' which 'influence '. t,tie. "pur-
chase_ of expertiSe.' model. Some

of the disadvantages

teachers may feel

**elasSroom . teacher relies en
the . resourCe 'conSultant for an
savers o.problerirs; .

,**claSsrbom teacher has ,a
array of s' intervention

Strategies,

-**-classroom teacher's oppo,r-
ities for additional learniWg

m y be limited; '

**classroom teacher is ofte{1.
unwilling 4, to accept responsi--4
bility: for implementing strat-
egies;

**classroom teacher may po-A .

tentially be unable to 'cariy out
the strategy; .

F Vasa
1

directioftfor carrying them out
in the 41assroom. The classroom
feachr' ' sole tesOonsibility is
to "carry outs instructions given .

by .the 'resource consultant. As 'a
result-, the classroom teacher may
view the intertentiob . and the
Student as the resrlurce teacher's

repponsibilityo, :T hie Ingceis Mod-.

el avoids this problem by ,relying
ona joint-tcooperative Agoisiori
making. The classroom leacher
who, has a. problern with, a behav,-,

`.1.G.rily impaired student seeks
assistance` for resolution. of the 'Y
problem. The, resotIrroe consultant;
and the (classrdom teacher, mutu-
ally.,,define the problem, review
,the constraints of tbe classrobm,
generate possible _:.intervention

strategies, °evdluate *the strat-
egies, select a .strategy,' imple-
ment. the strategy and ,tevaluate
the 'strategy. The model rePuires
the classroom teacher: ...and he
resource consultapt, to work to-

gether in then selection and im-
plementatior of behaviorpi st at-
egies, in the ciassroorb.

The assumptions ;underlying
process model of, consultPtion

are that. the classroorb teacher 'is.
capable' of making decisions /about
behaviorally impaired stut`dents
and . is able to carry them out
The resource Consultant's role is

--Cransferred from* the expertise'
-role to one of joiritt p;oblem
solver. Another key assumPtion
is '.that the classroom /teacher
will be,` willing to invest the
time and energy . in problem
resolution through' ihe /' process
model.

Advantages of the process
model include:

:**amount of time arld energy
invested 'by the resource* consul-
tant .is considerable;

-"resource 'consultant may be
unavailable when needed; and ,

4

**suggestions, for change in
the classroom teacher's methods
come. from. outSide the school.

The Process Model
The first two models place

the major responsibility for
decisiOn making on the resource
consultant. The resource consul-
tant provides the guidelines for
the intervention strategy and the **classroom teacher is part
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of the decision-making process.

**classroom, teacher has an
investment in the success of the
intervention;

**classroom teacher will
learn a problem-soiving model in
working through situations whichr
may carry over to other concerns;*

**classroom teacher is ex-
panding his/her repertoire of
strategies to employ with all
students;

**resource consultant. may
place more responsibility on the
classroom 'teacher for the success
of the strategy;

**resource consultant will
probably need 'to follow up the
intervention less frequently; and

**expertise of the classroom
teacher is combined with the re-
source teacher's expertise.

Disadvantages of the process
model also affect the possible
acceptance and, successful employ-
ment of 'the methods. Some of
these disadvantages include:

**availability of time for
the classroom teacher and the
consultant to meet;

**willingness bf the class-
room teacher to be a partner in
sharing the responsibility for
the strategies employed;

**classroom teacher's wil-
lingness to be involved in a

relat4.vely time-consuming process
which is less direct than the

other two models;

**classroom teacher's diffi
culty in learning to participate
in the proceSs model; and

**classroom teacher's dis-
equilibrium experienced- in using
the model.

. .

All three of.the. consultation
Models haVe strengths, and all.
are _probably. .employeq at one time
or another by resource consul.-
tants. The 'choice of consul -
tation Model can influence how.
'inservice and staff development
will take place in the rural
schools. The process model pro-
vides one of the more effective
means of working with individual.
school staff members. Since the'
procesS model,requires the class-
room teacher and the .resource
consultant to focus on a.specific
problem and to mutually discusS
the different, strategies which
may be employed.to intervene with
the problem, the classroom teach.-
er is being rewarded for accur-
.ately observing or delineating a
problem- and. for making sugges-
tions.

The -purchase of expertise and
doctor-patient models are also
employed effectively to' respond
to specific-questions and. to pro-
vide resources and information
which' the classroom teacher may
not have. The key elements in
consultation are 'the involvement
of the classrooM teacher in the
deCision-making process and the
provision of opportunities for
'using problem-solving models.
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Figure 1

.'Role of the Resource Consultant with
Behaviorally Impaired Students

Resdurce teacher will:

1. assist in the identification of the behaviorally impaired
student;

2. assist in the identification of individual needs of
behaviorally impaired students;

3: consult with regular classroom teachers about behaviorally
impaired students enrolled in regular classrooms;

4. consult with regular classroom teachers about instructional'
materials and methods appropriate for use in the regular classroom
with behaviorally impaired students;

5. consult with parents about educational/behavionl progress;

6. provide inservice education to the factilty and administration
on the role of the resource personnel;

7. provide direct instruction and/or counselingto identified,
students;

8. monitor individual student's progress toward written goals and
objectives;

.9. evaluate the effectiveness of the program;

10. coordinate the implementation of the goals and objectives of
the program; and

11.'consult with school administrators - regarding program
development.

14
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,Implementation of the Resource
Consultant Model,in Rural BI Pro-
grams. .-

As was stated earAk, the
use of the 'resource torViltant
model for delivery of service to
mildly- handicapped students has
been supported'in the literature
and, in state and Federal
legislation. Despite this fact,

the model has been underutilized
in rural: BI programs. The key
factor in increasing the
utilization of the resource
consultant model is the strategy
employed, in implementing the

model in the local school.. Three
elements are essential to the
successful implementation of the
model. T0ese include: (1)

administrative policies and
support' of the model; (2),

adequate training for personnel
involved; (3) evaluation of the
model's use and effectiveness.

Administrative Policies and Sup-
port.

The effective employment of
any of the' previously described
consultation models will be -based
upon the willingness of the
school district to permit the
necessary changes to occur in the
school structure. The philosophy
of service delivery must be com-
patible with the special educa-
tion staff and the instructional
staff roles.. ThiS philosophy
should be operational in the job
description of the resource con-
sultant and the classroom teach-
er, in the school policies on

serving behaviorally impaired
students, and through adminis-
trative support for consultation
activities. '

The role description of, the -

9

resource' consultant should.,,. indi-
,

cate? that individual's role in-

providing consultation. This job
description should 'be' used in

selecting teachers for. employment
.and in providing a structure for,
the training of 'currently em-
ployed resource consultants. The
job description in Figure 1 is

one which recognizes both the

consultation role and the per-
sonal and communication skills of
the resource consultant.

The role description for the
classroom teacher is also very
important to .the success of pro-
grams for .the behaviorally im-

.paired students. in:rural areas.
In rural settings, the regular
classroom teacher may have to

take a greater responsibility for
the education of the behaviorally
impaired student. Emphasis in
the role_ description should be
placed on the teachers' respons-
ibility for the progress of all
students enrolled in their clas-
ses as well as recognition of
their involvementin the consul-
tation process. The expectations
of classroom teachers who have
behaviorally' disordered students
enrolled are further -delineated
into acadeMic and social consid-
erations in Figure 2.

The program may be further
supported in written school pol-
icies concerning programs for
behaviorally impaired stud nts.
These policies should indelicate

support for the provision of
services in the least restrictive
environment and indicate how
these services will be provided
through the use of the consulta-
tion model.

Administrative support
through the provision of adequate

5



FigUre 2

\,EXpectations,of Classroom Teachers with Behaviorally
'Impaired Students Enrolled in Their Classes

S. F. .Vasa

Classroom Teacher Expectations

.\
1. The behaviorally impaired student is the joint responsibility of

the clasrOomjeacher and the special education resource consultant.
2. The classroomteacher will meet regularly with the special education

-resource consultant:to discussihe*performance-Of the behaviorally

impaired student. jhe frequency of these contacts will be jointly.

determined. A,

3/. The clasrooM teacher will be eXpected to maintain accurate and
completerecords of the student's performance and progress in the

classrooM. - `60,- r.

4. The classroom teacher will provide course Syllabi or objectives
-for parents and IEP staffing members; to review and serve as a guide

for developing\and monitoring the student's progress.

5. The classroom teacher will become aware of the purpose and philosophy
of the program for the behaviorally impaired students.

Academic Considerations
-- \

,

1. -The classroom teacher will make an effort to adapt instructional
materials to meet\the unique.needs of the behaviorally impaired student.
Modification could include providing alternative ways of evaluating the

student's progress.
2. The classroom teacher will use alternative strategies of instruction to

meet the needs of the behaviorally impaired student.. Examples would
include peer tutoring.for one-to-one instruction and modifying
assignments. \

3. The classroom teacher\will need to clarify his/her expectations.for the
student for the respective course.

Social Considerations

1. The classroom teacher will need to be aware of opportunities for the
behaviorally,impaired student to be accepted by other. students.

2. The classroom teacher -will need to clarify the classroom rules and
regulations for the behaviorally impaired. student.

3. The classroom teacher will .be aware of the influence of his/her
attitudes toward the behaviorally impaired student on the
attitudes of 'other students.

4. The classrOom teacher will 1;ie aware that his/her.attitudes affect the
behaviorally impaired student's performance. ,

5. The classroom teacher will be aware of realistic behaviors and
potentiality, of the student.

16
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space and the scheduling o, uf-
ficient time for consult n is
also essential to the successful
-implementation of the model. .

Administrative support .may also
be qafbvided through many less
tangible, means such as:

**a positive attitude toward
the program;

, **supportive statements.,
staff about the model;

**encouragement of the staff
to utilize the model;

**support or inservice and
professional development for
staff-in using the model";

**positive public relations
concerning the program, e.g.,

fielding questions about the pro-
gram and informing the public of
the progem;

**resolution of the concerns
and negative reactions of staff
members in a constructive manner;
and

11

student. Classroom teachers need.
'tb be advised of their role and
the rationale' for - the Implemen-
tation of such a program. Teach-
er awareness of responsibility is
a valuable and an essential ini-
tial step, but there will need to.
,be a .review of teachers' skills
in serving the .behaviorally im-

I paired student.
The inventory of teacher

skills is most conveniently de-
termined through a needs.assess
,merit instrument completed by in-
dividual teachers. The
instrument should ask teachers
about their confidence in
performing - responsibilities set'
up for them in serving the
behaviorally impaired. student.
Also,' teachers should '.be p011ed
about their knowledge of the pro-
cedures used in the identi-
fication of the 'behaviorally
impaired and the current
strategies employed in their.
education.

There are a number of ways of
providing support for classroom
teachers who have behaviorally
impaired students enrolled in

"their 'classrooms. In the- next
sections of the paper, three
means of providing support and

-knowledge needed by classroom
teachers will be presented. 'The
three are inservice training,
consultation, and demOnstration
teaching.

. Inservice Training. One of
the most common Means of provid-
ing support' and knowledge for
classroom teachers who serve be-

, hayiorally impaired students is
through large scale inservice-
activities. This type of YE,raih-'
ing has, however,'been. questioned-
in the literature (Grosenick, and:.

**reduction _of teacher anx-
iety about :working with mildly
behaviorally impaired students.

Training Personnel Involved
. The first step in any staff

development of training program
is the communication of the re-
sponaibilities Id the parties
involved. Acknowledgement of the
responsibility of the school
staff through the deyelopment of
role descriptions serves as a
basis for the c7Munication of
the school staff' role in edu-
cating the behaviorally impaired

4, 4

a
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,Huntze, 1980)'. In, their report,
Grosenick- and Huntze liken much,
of, the', inservice provided to

classroom teachers as a "dog and
pony 1190-where little follow-up
'and implementation of 'the in-

formation takes place. However,

they summarize the needisf., of

classroom_ teachers in ,seitinOthe
behavdorally impaired student: ,\

"Inservice is a valuable

tool...it is an excellent means
for updating, and /or "converting"
current, experienced staff to

providing services to severely

behaviorally impaired - children

and youth," (p. 56)

The key to, the success of the
large-scale inservice /Sessions
will be the goals and function
of the program to -classroom

teachers. which- would

often be included are:

**identification of the be-

haviorally impaired 'student,

**role of consultation by the
resource consultant in serving

the igehavioraly impaiied student,

*classroom teacher's role in
serving the behaviorally impaired
student, .

.* *resource teacher consulta-

tion- model and its application to
claSsrobm teachers,

*`*service delivery models for
the behaviorally impaired stu-

dent, and .

**strategies employed in
serving the behaviorally impaired
student in the classroom.

S. F. Vasa

These -topics would serve as a

starting, point for the staff

development program. 'They would

open up questions that individual-
teachers would have about their
own capabilities end the imple-
mentation of such a' program 'in ,

their classroom. Large group
inservice activities need .to '.be
'carefully organized to: avoid the

"dog and pony show" commonly
used, which excites tekheis and
then offers little or no fol-

low-up support for implementation
;of the strategies. The key to
the success of the large-scale

inservice sessions will be the
preOlanning and post planning of
activities to reinforce the im-
plementation of attitudes arid'

skills by the classroom teacher.. -1

Consultation. Individual

,consultation with classroom
teachers is one of the more ef-.
festive -ways, of implementing

strategies° and techniques pre-

sented in large-scale inser-

vices. IndividOal consultation

'begins' when students -identified

as ,t0haviorally impaired are

placed in' the classroom. At this
point, the-classroom teacher will
be able 'to more directly raise

questions about interactions with
the individual Student. The con-
sultation with the resource con-
sultant is helpful in relieving
fears and apprehensions of the

classroom teacher and support the
teacher's skills in -establishing
guidelines for the orientation .of
the behaviorally impaired.student
into the classroom.

The consultation with the

classroom teacher' continues. as

needed, throUgh communication sys-
tems established: to check-, the

,progress of each -studeny. hee=

18 .



consultation sessions should take
place on a .regularly scheduled'

basis to permit the teacher to

'have .a support system for in-

structidh of the 'Student. The-

communication system for moni=
toring progress is important in
providing information about the
effectiveness of the intervention
strategies developed jointly by

the consultant and the teacher. .

Rerticipation by the resource
consultant. and the claesroom
teacher in the consultation pro-
cess can also lead to improved
consultation, skills on the: part
of the classroom teacher. The
resource consultant has the op-
portunity to .provide support:

**provid'ing guidelihes for

Consultation' seSsions:.

**reinforcing teacher contri-
bution to consultation sessions;

**modeling' appropriate con-
sulting behavior;

**utilizing teacher contri-'
bution'in improving program; and

t*establishing realistic
goals and expectations for behav-
iorally impaired students.

, Demonstration Teaching. An
often overlooked' technique for,

by resource consultants in
:assisting regular classroom
teachers, in serving the behavior-
alISI4mpaired students is demon-,
stration''teaching of suggested
strateg4es. Demonetration teach-
ing is'alogical extension of the
consultation process. After the

-resource 'consultant and the
clastroom teacher have -agreed

,

upon a. mutual intervention strat-
egy in the classroom, the teacher
may, be somewhat apprehensive
about how to implement the sUg-
gestions into his/her class.

Upon the request of the classroom
teacher, the resource -Consultant
may fake the classroom teacher'a
class for a period of time while
the classroom teacher observes.
The 'purpose is to provide a model -,
for the implementation of agreed
'upon skills and to support the
strategies that the two individ-
uals have mutually acknowledged
as being appropriate.

The value of demonstration'
teaching ,is in the modeling of'
appropriate instructional strat-
egies. The process allows for
the opportunity for the' classroom
'teacher to observe, critique, and
discuss with the consultant tech-
niques being demonstrated. 'This

interaction may provide an in

centive for classroom teachers to
expand their repertoire of strat-
egies in approaching the behav-
iorally impaired student. . The

utilization of demonstration
teaching is very dependent upon 'a

Positiy : and professional ela-
tionshi between the classrooth

teacher nd the resource consul-
tant. T e key to the success of
the stra gy lies with the re-

source teathers ability to ef-
fectively model . appropriate prac-
tices and to effectively communi-
cate with the classroom teacher.

Evaluation of the Resource Con-
sultant Model

After the resource consultant
model has been implemented, there
is a need to' evaluate the ef-
fectiveness' of the piogram in
meeting :the needs of mildly

19.
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behaviorally impaired ', students

and the needs of the school.

Figute 3 provides a listing of
variables within the resource

consultant. model and means for

gathering data to, support the

achievement of the !variables.

The figure should, not be

considered to be exhaustive -im
detailing of evaluati n,_questions -

but should be sconside ed to be a'
tepresentative sample to. provide
direction for *Jost rs
ested' in determining the effec-
tiveness of 'iesource' consUltant
modelS in rural echools.

Summary-
Many unique concer s affect

the implementation of p ogram to
serve behaviorally impaired
students in rural school . Geo=
graphical isolation,, po ulation

.!3 F. Vasa-.

density and' limited fiical re-
sources are' constraints' which
cannot be readily. allevidted.

,Mbdels of peogram delivery need,
to take into account these prob-
lemS.' oThe resource -consultant
holds excellent possibilities foi
serving the aildy,behaviotelly,
impaired student in rural

schools. The resource aonsul-
tant's' success is contingent upon
the acceptance,and support of the
school's administrative and

teaching staff, the implbmenta-
.tion of. the program. .by the re-

- soupde. 'consultant, and an ongoing
evaluation ;(of its success in

. meeting the -school district's
needs. - If ,implemented- success-
fully, this ariproaCh Model Can

expand. the skills of :classroom
teachers end-'facilitate the ad-

% justmeht and progress of behav-.
iorally impaired students..

20
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Figure 3

Evaluation of COnSultation Services

15

Variable-

' r "

Administrative SuPport:
Eacilities,
Staff time,
PolicieS

TPacher initiated
modifications
.(contributions to

consultation'interview)

Time spent in consultation
as time, in direct service

. -

Measurement

13eview,of'adequacy 'through::
checklists, amount of tiMe,
writtenpolicies,
administrator's contents-

Anecdotal record of contacts

NUmbet of teacher contacts/
availability for consultation

5. Teacher perception of.the.
valueof'conSultation

Implementation of strategies'

I

7., Student progress toward
objectives

. Maintenance of BI students
in regular classroom

. Attitude of teachers
toward BI students

Staff development
activities with staff

. Time andactivity,log

..

Anecdotal record of contacts/ .

decisions

4.

5. Survey of teacher perceptions

. ClaSsroom observations and
teacher report

7.. Student assessment against
IEP'or class :objectives.

Regularly.scheduled progress
report (written or oral)

.
8. Periodic review of child

-plecement.

Survey of teachers
TeaChet comments

Acceptance of new students
Anecdotal records

10. Teacher attitude survey
Pre-posttesting

ObservatiOn of teacher.
Number of activities'
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A Reaction by:

A Series of Reactions

group made up of personnel re-,

sPonsible for, serving special
education students. from several
districts did find it apressing
need to unite for a common cause
when the services for more se-
verely disabled behaviorally im-
paired students were discontinued
temporarily. They are making
their needs' for .continued ser-
vices known. Because this group
is made up o't knowledgeable and
concerned- people, I am, quite
optimistic that in these dis-

tricts the behaviorally impaired
.students of whatever 'severity
'will, in the near juture, be
served much more adequately than
ever before.. Once :started, this
group Is determined to find a 'way
to provide the services, they see
as necessary. Although it, is
likely that one a program is
established, all sizes of school
districts in the area% will bene-
fit, districts serving over\500
students and having -more avail-
able expertise in dealing with
behaviorally impaired s1udehts
are providing the primary leader-
ship in actively seeking ways to
meet their needs for services.

If this paper is to be used
1 to -help school administrations or
school boards see ways that they
can plan to serve the behav-
iorailY impaired students, and
they are not likely to have ex-
tensive expertise 'in. 'special
education, then there are some
points that probably should be
expanded or clarified.

It is probably true that many
schools will emect either a

teacher or consultant to serve

Vivian Elliott.

Teacher
Panhandle Mental Health Center
Scottsbluff, Nebtaska

In general I agree with 'the
possibilities outlined in' this
paper as being realistic. Most

of the advantages and disad-
vantages mentioned I have experi-
enced op been aware of from the
viewpoint of a. teacher of behav
iorally impaired. students. How-
ever,' the paper is aimed at deal -.
ing with the mildly handicapped
behaviorally impaired student.

Given this type of student and

personnel lacking .expertise in

this area, failure- to recognize
or denial of the existende ,of, a
problem- often persists,' ' The'

problem, though frustratih6:, is
manageable for the tiqui,f -being

within the classroom. ,The ques-
tion even arises, does it warrant'
special attention of 'services?
The need for neighboring dis-

tricts to band together for ..a

common cause for these students,
is not likely to seem urgent.
Schools after all have many, many
pressing problems demanding at-

tention. Working with other dis-
tticts for any purpose, requires
more time and energy, especially
initially, than 'working alone.

Besides, who is responsible for
initiating, the exploring Cf such
a program.

Interestingly enough, here in
far western Nebraska a local
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several specialties. It is

stated that _the presenting. prob-
lems' of behaviorally impaired,

specific learning disabled, and-

mildly mentally retarded do not
differ 'significantly. Without
further comment, it seems_ an un-
stated assumption that therefore.
they need the same treatment.
With this 'I do not agree. They

.-may all be reacting similarly to,
a world they do not 'comprehend,

- but ways to" help them better.
_understand depends' on treating

the causes, not. the symptomsft_

iThe "causes are often not similar
at all I have no apprehensions
about.'having a pacher or consul-
tant .who understands all these
-areas having such a mixture. My
qpncern- that ,someone having
expertise in one of these areas
would automatically be expected
to know how tp 'serve the others
as well. '

It would be hard to over-

emphasize thP importance of the
commitment of the school adminis-
tration on the success of the
program. They can give support
by: (1) aiding the consultant in
quiddy becoming acquainted with
the resources and professionals

available in the community; (2)

allowing time to explain general
functions of the program and con-
sultant whether through inservice
or some othef means; (3) helping
consultants find teachers who are
likely to be enthusiastic' and
successful with the program to
initiate' the program and thus

encourage an, aura of teacher
acceptance from the very begin-
ning;. (4) being willing ,to free,
teachers from the -classroom for
time to- plan, consult and
evaluate with the consultant and

S. F. Vasa

set goals and evaluate with the
consultant and student involved.

If the program is successful,
the regular classroom teacher .

will likely became a bigger asset
to the schOol, better able to

serve her regular as well as

special students. As she learhs
to. observe and record for her
special ,students, she will likely
develop a' greater overall aware-
ness of her students in general-
--even though at first concentra-
tion, on one or a few students may
decrease her awareness of
others. She will likely recog-
nize symptoms earlier. imple-
menting corrective strategies at
an earlier stage is usually.

easier and 'more 'successful. She
will likely learn to 'clarify her
expectations, bath academic and
behavioral, for. her students.
Setting goals and evaluating pro
gress is another area that is
likely to carry over into -the
classroom in geHeral.

L feel this is a model that
if implemented coulit, improve ser-
vices in many communities across
the state. Initiating, such a

program and finding properly
trained resource consultants are
likely to be the factors keeping
the program from happening. The
position of resource consultant,
as outlined in various forms in

this paper, would be an exciting
and demanding job, requiring much
flexibility and spontaneity. It

would require not only expertise
in dealing with the presenting'

problems of the students, but
also finding successful ways to

deal with students, teachers,
parents, administration, and a
cross section Of other profes
sionals, as well as, these people
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in various combinations as. groups.
I6 this locality,' students

with other. handicapping ',condi-

tions are being serviced under
programs similar to the one de-
scribed in this paper., Why not
the 'behaviorally impaired stu-

dent? Perhaps it is time that we
take it upon ourselVes. to see

that those who make the decisions
realize the necessity of the ser-
vices, and also help them find

the resources necessary.

A Reaction by:

Jackie Kelsey
Behavior Strategist
North Platte Public Schools
North Platte, Nebraska,

This' paper was interestingly
complete and comprehensive in

describing the resource consul-
tant model I've been implementing
in the North Platte' Public
SchOols for the past two years.
My job descriptlon was developed
to meet the needs of the behav-;'
'orally impaired in- the right
public elementary schools with a
total 'enrollment of 2,600 stu-

dents (grades K-6). Our city

population is currently near
25,000. 'My position of Behav-

ioral Adjustment Strategist in-
volves a combination of all three
consultation models (purchase of
expertise, '.doctor-patient, pro-
cess) and the listed advantages
and disadvantages of each were

quite 'accurate. The three es-

sential elements for successful

19

implementation were right .on,

target and we are stillAt

attempting' to modify and perfect
our' approaches to them. ,

The xeminder of the value of
demonstration teaching as ..a tech-
Rique for assisting classroom
teachers was taken °seriously.
This method is one I've ,seldomx
used but found to be most effec- \
tive on the few occasions that it
was used. Another helpful sug-

gestion derived from the paper
was the 'policy of presenting

classroom teachers as' well ..as

administrators 'with a written

description of expectations or

their role in the jmplementation
of the program. We've done this
informally through inservice and
faculty meetings, but individual
interpretation of what was said
has led 'to some confusion, and
inconsistency fkom school to
school. The more formal and

written approach may help to

clarify some, of ,the, discrepancy

in policy.
A careful study of the issues

discussed in this paper are very
important to any' rural School
district, town or city which is'
attempting to provide services to
the behaviorally impaired on a

minimal budget or , whor prefer a

mainstreaming .approach rather
than contained BI classrooms.

).

Educating a1,1 andicapped stu-

dents, in the ast restrictive
environment is the goal of our
Special Services Department. 'The

resource consultant model has
alloWed one behavioral strategist
to serve a total of 85 cases dur-
ing the 1980-81 school year, (the
first year of implementation)
and .a 'total. of 63 cases. as. Of
February 1 during the" 1981-d82



:'school .year.

11.Je to the policy of no.

self-contained classrooms. for 0
tddents in' North' Platte, provid-

ing services to students - with

mOderate to severe behavioral and /
.

'emotional impairments becomes a,

unique problem to the resource

consultant. The only alternati(fe

is to become well informed on
suppbrt facilities' Within . the

community and throughout ' thel

state of Nebraska. Community

suppott systems are readily. ac-

cessable to the strategist, but
state facilities are few in num-

, ber and quality for elementary

age students. The Nebraska Diag-
nostic Center in Cozad, Nebiaska
has , proven to be an economical,
and reliable support system, but

does not provide long-term tleat-

ment. In light of this problem,
the Support System Project then
becomes a, most valuable tool to
the 4. resource consultant- in the

rural area..

A Reaction by:

Deborah4laybry-6trong
Teacher
Lincoln Public Schools
Lincoln, Nebraska -

.

e S. F. Vasa

.
: I °

r

informatie and concise!
Dr. / briefly explaiRed

the' problems experienced by rural
schools 4n / respect to special

education programs: Many of the
problems are unique to the rural,
school because ofs gepgraphical
location and Size (staff, build-
ing, student population) . On the
other hand, there are problems

that are shared iTy 'rural' and dr-ipflspecial education - problems.

ft) 'appears that Or Vasa .is quite
familiar with the" athiantiges and
disadvantageS' of rural.A special

.

education % programs) and . thus was
'able to :thorodOly examine the

pro a d Core of each of the men-

tion d? resource 'consultation mod-
,

els. ,,,, ,

iI think' the paper s: helpful
in 'realistictl ly presenting , as

pects of rural programs .nd the
roles that the , different resource
teacher models can .take.' In, the
state of Nebraska, with the large
number' of; rural school districts,

this is a very'.' important and

relative topic. As an instrwtor
in an urban school district- in

Nebraska, 1 am not awam:--and
perhadt should be--of all of the
steps being taken within this

state to deal with the delivery
of special education - services to
rural districts.

.

A Reaction by:

I - began reading Dr.. :Stan

Vasa's Paper frOM.the :standpoint
, of an urban teacher who had very

past experience with rural
area: Special eduCation programs.

fOundit ,.t0I,-:be 'Interesting;
'4.

Carol McClain
Director. Of Special Programs
Beatrice Public Schools
Beatrice, Nebraska
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starts and . one unsatisfactory
completion of a response to '.Dr:

Vasa's article, I have concluded
that my difficulties are due to
two aspects of the content of the.
article;' First, ',the problems
raised regarding the provision of.
services for, rural behaviorally

impaired studehts- - are answered
with one solution.- the provision
of a resource teacher., Secondly,

the three models' ,: for resource
teacher/classroom teacher consul-
tation are those that have been
explored 'by Dr. Vasa 'and' :, others

in °. various special eddcation,

fields (SLD, ED,' etc.)
throuh articles and inservices
for the past' several years.

Therefore; I have experienced a
good' deal ;of .diffidulty in vener-

ating, any strong reaction to Dr.
Vasa's comments .' given the scope

6
an uniqueness of his statements,
except to vay, "Ho hum.",

As an "itinerant" and "sta-

tionary" resource teacher, I'

fdund that the- most suecesiful
cdnstiltation Method in one.; situa

- tion was a failure .in the next.
The best 'approach was; to,:OedOme
proficient in several: &models', of
consultation and use -them with

flexibility and variety to': ...fit
each situation. Vasa's ;Mod+.

els are proven successes, but
have been in practice for or

seven years.
The suggestions 'in the antile

May :provide' a SQtrievihat:Useful

summary for . new InaCtitioners,
teachers who have been 'in- the
field ,tor a number of years and
pped .refresher on ".alternative
procedures. But . 'the rural
consultant who takes 'adVantage of
university courses j...:..nservices

and peer support Contacts, the

. 7^,
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prodedures outlines are a part of
everyday survival skills.

The issue, of administrative
support is. probablY .the. Paramount

concern of -rural consultants. A,

program' success (and, the con-
sultant's reputation) Jests on

the a degree of support, or lack
thereof, given by the school

'administration. The adminis-
trator who does 'not .take a Stand
regarding the. BI, program has made
a profound statement to the

school staff as to his' attitude.
Regardless of how well a consul-
tant handles. the BI program, the
chances of its' succeeding are nil
unless the'. school administration
takes an active, supportive role
on -behalf of the consultant's

M. activities.' To develop this

administrative support, the solu=
tions posed by Dr. Vasa 'in de-
signing a good 'consultation model
can be employed: education, in-
volvement and personal trust.

In Nebraska, 'the Association
of Special Education Supervisors
(NASES) was formed to help meet
the need to involve adminis-
trators in special education.
NASES, has served to 'develop 5

network of support for special
education services across the
state by' providing information
and education to administrators.
One difficulty faced by NASES is
the, variety of concerns high-
lighted by the larger, ea)tern
school districts, compared to the
priOrities of smaller "outstate"
schools. This may not be unique
to' Nebraska; but it ha,s sometimes
clouded the perception of state4
wide needs on the part of the

' State Department of Education.
The State 5ttucation, Training

s8eries ("SETS) has ?given rural
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Nebraska educators some oppor-
tunities to secure more training
in the area of behavioral impair-
ments. Offered in various loca-
tions across the state experi-
enced instructors provide. courses,

for college credit and profes-
sional'growth. As opposed to the
"clog and pony shows" Dr., Vasa
berates, SETS classes offer more
depth and intellectual challenge
than is possible in a, two-hour
inservice speech., Based on my

experience with training programs
such as SETS, I believe
Nebraska's rural teachers are

curious and invehtive, but they
are also threatened when a BI

student confronts them with chal-
lenges that force them to examine
their teaching styles' and dis-

ciplinary procedures. The rural
classroom teacher, is willing to
drive lop miles for training,'' but
susceptible to resentment if

there is no emotional andjphilo-
sophical support' from 'staff and
administrators when they return
to their local school. Rural BI
consultant's have the same needs
for updating' their skills and
locating a support group of, other
BI professionals. In the future,
facing the rising economic situa-
tion, these consultants and
trained classroom teachers 'are
likely to become even more geo- .
graphically scattered. An in-

formation and support network for
teachers and consultants will
become a vital concern, perhaps
employing telephone, computer and
videotaRe communication as a

solution. The framework for this
network needs tc4 be formulated
soon, in order to be refined ,,to
provide maximum assistance when

,it is crucially needed in the
future.

Dr. Vasa has reviewed the
problems confronting rural
special education, and his solu-
tion has been to offer several'
time-tested models for BI consul-
tation with classroom teachers,
and provide some valid criticisms
of inservice. Dr. Vasa and his
colleagues must provide some new
alternatives for dealing with
rural problems if they are to,

maximize their roles in the

leadership of special education.
We must all break out of the
molds of precedence and brain-
storm some creative solutions to
the future provision of BI ser=
vices-because the old answers, are
wearing thin with the tread \of

- time.

A Reaction by:

Georgia McQuistan
Resoyrce'Teacher
ESU #1

_

Wakefield Nebraska

I am employed by Educational
Service Unit #1,, which is com-
prised of five rural counties in
northeastern Nebraska. My com-
ments can be condensed into
several brief statements.

The author does :not address
specific /issues of delivery .of
service/to behaviorally impaired
studepts, rather the 'issues ad-
dressed pertain more to mildly
handicapped students. This
should be reflected in the title,

The use of a resource oqnsul-
tant as an inservice provider is
questionable. The consultant
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should, be viewed as an integral
,part of the program staff for

whom the inservice is provided.
The consultant should be con-

sidered as more, like, than not
like the regular teaching staff.

In the doctor-patient model,
the questioning of the classroom
teacher by the consultant (con-

cerning variables, behavior,

classroom structure, techniques,
etc.) is a good idea, but it must
be handled with extreme care.

Sometimes, the purpose can be

defeated in the' process.
The importance of administra-

tive support needs to be, empha-
sized even more. Further, the

importance and necessity of
administrative leadership was not
even mentioned in the article.

As stated by the author, the
demonstration of teaching Arat-
egies for the regular classroom
teacher by the resource consul-
tant is an often overlooked tech-
nique.

A Reaction by:

Dr. Phil Meager
Principal
Milford Elementary School
Milford, Nebraska

This paper does address
important issues ' for, those
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individuals who have little

knowledge of special education;

however, it would be helpful to
present more application material
in the content. If the paper is
intended for students in an in-
troductory level course as an

orientation to the 'field, then it
provides a good basic overview.
But, if it is intended for

veteran teachers, it is repeti-
tious and 'offers little new
information. -Documentation from

the literature was weak. Lists

of advantages and disadvantages
were overlapping in some in-

stances.
Specific problems in Nebraska

basically relate to the low inci-
dence population of behaviorally
impaired 'students. It is impos-
sible 'for most rural' school dis-
tricts to justify hiring a spe-
Cial behaviorally impaired teach-
er. The purchase of expertise
model is probably the most widely,
used for the reasons listed in

the paper. Perhaps the idea of
pooling students who need more
extensive services outside the
regular classroom could have been
explored further. Several' dis-
tricts could go together to hire
a 'teacher of behaviorally im-

paired students.
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